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THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER
With the aim of supporting the forward-thinking of business managers and HR/contingent
workforce management professionals about an emerging model of workforce engagement, this
paper presents an extensive analysis of trends and developments and tries to demonstrate that
successful businesses in the 21st Century will increasingly leverage what we are calling a “World
Wide Workforce.”

This paper has been developed to inform business managers

Recognizing that businesses have already been increasingly

and HR/contingent workforce management professionals about

engaging contingent workforce and operating in a more and more

shifts that are taking place in how global workforce can and will be

globalized economy over the past 20 years, the paper not only

routinely engaged and utilized in a modern, globalized, “flat world”
economy. As more and more businesses are operating on a global
basis, it is important to gain an understanding of what these trends
and developments are and what will be required of managers to
take advantage of them.

delineates the differences in current and emerging contingent
workforce management program models, but also indicates and
discusses what kinds of program extensions and new program
components will likely be required to enable businesses to
successfully engage and leverage the World Wide Workforce.

The formal discipline and practice of Enterprise Workforce
Management is now established and developing among large

A major insight that is produced is that while highly visible,

and medium size companies in practically all regions of the global

technology-based Online Work Platforms play a very significant

economy. The extent, form, maturity, and evolution of these

role in developing and expanding the World Wide Workforce, it

programs, models, and related “intermediaries” (which can include

is important that businesses understand that Work Arrangement

Business Process Outsourcers, Professional Services Firms,
Managed Services Providers, Recruitment Process Outsourcers,
Professional Employee Organizations, Human Resource

Services intermediaries—though now rare--are a necessary,
indispensable component of the World Wide Workforce ecosystem.

Outsourcers, Hybrids, Contractor Management Organizations,
etc.) varies across regions, making for additional complexity on a
global scale. It is therefore understandable that the “practitioners”
(business managers and HR/contingent workforce management
professionals) may have their hands full “managing” business
as usual and may not have the luxury to analyze trends and
developments and “look around the corner” at what is coming.
This analysis specifically points to the current emergence of
two new kinds of contingent workforce intermediaries that are
fundamental supports of the World Wide Workforce: (1) Online Work

As more and more businesses are, in some
manner, operating on a global basis, it
is important to gain an understanding of
what these trends and developments are
and what will be required of managers to
take advantage of them.

Platform intermediaries (that source and match workers with work)
and (2) Work Arrangement Services intermediaries (that ensure
that workers in various countries are engaged compliantly and
adequately supported).

1

% of responses in a survey of over 350 HR executives world, published in “Global Talent 2021: How the new geography of talent will transform human
resource strategies,” Oxford Economics, 2012
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW WWW
(THE WORLD WIDE WORKFORCE)
The trend of increasing business use of continent labor has been in evidence over the past 20
years and, as the use of contingent workforce has grown, larger enterprises have progressed in
establishing business functions and practices to control cost and mitigate risk. That said, at this
time, there are indications of reaching an inflection point where the use of contingent workforce
will accelerate and expand and new ways of engaging some forms of contingent workforce are
starting to emerge.

It has been about 20 years since the tsunami of the World Wide

In a survey published by Oxford Economics in 2012, participants

Web burst into the business world, and we are now 15 years into

identified “advances in technology (42%) and globalization (41%)

the 21st century. In this relatively brief period of accelerating

as well as shifts in labor demographics (38%), customer needs

economic globalization and information technology proliferation,
massive waves of innovation have been transforming the global
business environment and the development, performance, and
tactics of small and large businesses everywhere. In some cases,
entire industries have been transformed, new global businesses
have sprung up (reaching unprecedented valuations), and
innumerable small businesses have successfully operated globally
(even from their inception).

(38%) and competition (38%) as underlying forces that will have the
biggest impact on their organization’s talent requirements in the
years ahead. Even for firms that have operated across the globe
for decades, the issues are substantial and ever more complex.”
In today’s world, there is an irresistible economic tug of
investment, production, and services toward emerging/developing
markets, coupled with (a) the increasing availability of skilled,

Today, few if any managers or business owners would deny
theses changes in the business climate/environment--or deny that
globalization and technological forces are continuing to change
how businesses can or must operate and structure themselves to
grow, compete, and succeed in today’s flat world economy.

knowledge workers in those same places as well as (b) the
technology-enabled capabilities to engage those workers.
This dynamic is truly “flattening” (if not tilting!) the global labor
market—in particular, for skilled, knowledge workers. Given the
now well-known challenge of crucial skill and talent shortages
being reported by businesses, we can expect more and more
engagement of “critical talent” by businesses in more and more
places in the world.
At this point in time, we can start to speak of a new WWW—not

At this point in time, we can start to speak
of a new WWW—not the World Wide Web—
but rather the World Wide Workforce that is
now becoming a normal feature of modern
businesses just as the World Wide Web did
some time ago.

the World Wide Web—but rather the World Wide Workforce that is
now becoming a normal feature of modern businesses just as the
World Wide Web did some time ago. Like the World Wide Web,
and what it meant for businesses (ranging from new access to
supply and markets to the complexities of security and information
governance), this phenomenon of the World Wide Workforce
requires careful managerial consideration in all its parts, if it is to
be leveraged successfully. As business people, it is imperative
that we get our minds around this incredibly important—and still
unfolding—set of developments/changes in labor markets and the
new ways of engaging talent that businesses are now facing.
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WHY IS THE “WORLD WIDE WORKFORCE”
NOW A BUSINESS REALITY?
An accessible, engageable “World Wide Workforce” (WWW) is now not only a reality, it is also something
that must be mastered by businesses, large and small. Business managers and owners need to have a
clear understanding of what is happening to be able address the WWW as an opportunity. The following
sections decompose and analyze the trends and developments which make the engagement of the global
workforce not only a business reality today, but also a new strategic opportunity that future successful
businesses will take advantage of.

THE GROWING UTILIZATION OF GLOBAL TALENT
The previously noted 2012 Oxford Economics study stated the

workforces in developing and emerging countries (along with

following: “In 1990, the total of the world’s exports and imports

investments in capital assets of plants and other facilities).

accounted for only 30% of the world’s GDP—today [2012], they

This set of practices involved shifting work to relatively large,

make up more than half… These structural shifts are reshaping

homogenously skilled populations of workers (especially

both the supply and demand for talent across the globe.” In a 2014

factory workers, call center workers, IT workers) employed

SAP/Oxford Economics survey of 2,700 executives in small to

in other countries. This “lift and shift” outsourcing/off-shoring

large businesses world-wide, “Globalization of the labor supply”

wave seems to have crested in the past 10 or so years,

was cited as the most important “labor market shift having an

certainly since the radical global economic realignment

impact on workforce strategy.”

brought about by the Global Financial Crisis (GFC).

Two major drivers of this shift have already been evident:
•

The mere fact of an increasingly globalized economy
necessitates that businesses, large and small, engage
workforce capacity in different parts of the world. As

But now, 15 years into the 21st century, other conditions are
driving why and how workforce is engaged in different countries
across the globe:
•

First of all, the global economy now operates faster,

investment, production, operations, and services follow fast

more competitively, and in some ways more openly

expanding, “developing” and “emerging” materials sources

(is “flatter”) than ever before; and businesses must

and markets (supplies of basic resources or demand for

be able to respond with unprecedented speed and

goods and services), workforce must be engaged in those

agility to supply and demand opportunities and

locations to ensure that the needed work gets done and to

competitive threats on a global scale.

ensure that it is done (and a business is represented) in an
appropriately “localized” way to the markets, regulators, etc..
This is fundamental and has been increasingly happening for
a century or more.
•

Another very visible development of the last quarter of the
20th century was that of outsourcing/off-shoring, whereby
businesses (mainly manufacturing and some service

2
3

These situations are different from the long-term, long-leadtime, “epic” commitments of “lift and shift” outsourcing/offshoring. They may involve making market-testing probes or
defensive moves or establishing limited market beachheads,
et al. Businesses must accomplish such actions abroad quickly,
cost-effectively, and with agility. The right workforce or talent
(which could be experienced managers, business developers,
engineers, attorneys others specialists, etc.) must be engaged

industry segments in developed economies) shifted work

in an adequately “localized” way with smooth, fast execution

from costly, domestic “employed workforces” to lower cost

processes in days, weeks, or a month or two.

Ibid.
From “Workforce 2020: The Looming Talent Crisis,” survey/research report by SAP and Oxford Economics, 2014. 51% of those surveyed rated “Globalization
of the labor supply” as labor market shifts having “significant”/”great” impact on workforce strategy.
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Just as important, such actions abroad may need to be taken

and they are in short supply. …executives and managers

tentatively or at least in an agile manner which will be open to

tasked with hiring new workers often say they are unable

further change that may also happen quickly (leading to a shift

to find the right people with the proper skills to fill their

in the original strategy or mission, a cancelling or withdrawal
from the initiative, a rapid escalation of the program that was
started on a small scale).
In effect, new ways of utilizing and engaging talent across the

vacancies.
Meanwhile, the sources from which talent might be
recruited are also realigning…. More talent is being

world are becoming prominent, and there seems little reason

“home grown” in the developing world, and as a result,

to expect this trend to reverse itself. Businesses need to be

our forecast shows that over the next decade, new and

able to engage relatively small numbers of diverse workers

sometimes unlikely regions of the world will generate a

in different country locations, and they need to be able to do

surplus of talent…

this with agility (speed and flexibility), not a lot of overhead,

•

in a manner that is sufficiently “localized” to the cultural and

The impact of the global distribution of talent will be

economic practices of the country in question.

dramatic. Already, over half of the world’s college

Second, as suggested above, the nature and purpose
of the global workforce engagement is shifting. Now

graduates (54%) come from the top emerging markets
(the E7: Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia and

and going forward, global workforce engagement

Turkey), compared with 46% from the industrialized world

becomes less and less about a “labor arbitrage”

(the G7: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK and

world, structured around access to reservoirs of

US). Over the next decade, the percentage of college

low-cost, homogenously-skilled (and largely low-

graduates will rise to 60% in the E7—some 217 million

skilled) labor. The new world of global workforce

workers, as opposed to 143 million in the developed

engagement is structured around and motivated by
business’ needs to utilize specific talent and skills.
The basis for this shift is two-fold:
1.

world. Perhaps most tellingly, China will overtake the US
as the country with the largest single pool of educated
talent.5

As noted above, more and more businesses are executing

With this increasing “production” of skilled talent in developing

responsive or expansionary business initiatives in

and emerging economies, it becomes clear that global workforce

different countries around the globe, and these initiatives
require that specifically skilled talent (often consisting
of individuals or teams on a relatively modest scale)
is engaged for specific, location and time-dependent,
purposes.

engagement will not only be driven and shaped by businesses
that are “following” opportunities to source new supplies of
materials or to access new markets for expanding distribution
of products and services. As with “lift and shift” outsourcing/
offshoring, they will also be following labor/human resource supply

2. Of rapidly increasing criticality, global workforce
engagement is also being driven by (a) “talent/skill
shortages” that are severely challenging businesses in
their domestic labor markets in developed economies and
(b) the growing talent pools of diversely and highly skilled
workers in developing and emerging economies,

5

talent and skills that they cannot access domestically.
It is clear that 21st century businesses are and will be operating
in a global economic landscape that will increasingly drive them
to engage a global workforce for various reasons and in a variety

This particular phenomenon is also well documented by

of different ways than they did in the past. The most-notable

Oxford Economics:

features of this new world wide workforce engagement are: (1)

…structural shifts are reshaping both the supply and

4

opportunities; however the driving motivation will be to access

agile, moderately-scaled engagement of specific talent and skills

demand for talent across the globe. To cope with

in national economies where business opportunities are present,

a changing business environment, employers are

and (2) global engagement of talent and skills as a way countering

demanding new skills from their employees, yet often

talent and skill shortages in domestic economy labor markets.

This phenomenon has been presaged by the use of IT workers in the earlier era of outsourcing/off-shoring, where now the motivation of utilizing such workers has shifted from “gaining cost advantage” to “accessing talent and skills.”
“Global Talent 2021: How the new geography of talent will transform human resource strategies,” Oxford Economics, 2012
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THE SHIFT TOWARD A MORE CONTINGENT, FLEXIBLE WORKFORCE
The trend of increasing business use of continent labor has been in evidence over the past 20 years and,
and as the use of contingent workforce has grown, larger enterprises have progressed in establishing
business functions and practices to control cost and mitigate risk. At this time, there are also indications
of reaching an inflection point where the use of contingent workforce will accelerate and expand and new
ways of engaging some forms of contingent workforce are starting to emerge.

Another highly significant (albeit general) trend relevant to

of time, contingent “temporary” workers have become an

engagement of a global workforce is that of businesses across the

integral part of an organization’s workforce — a permanent

world leaning to the use of a more and more contingent, flexible

part of life in many organizations. Using contingent labor is

workforce to achieve greater efficiency and agility.

also no longer merely a tactical measure used to drive down

Providing a measure of the pervasiveness of the use of all forms
of contingent workforce by business after the GFC, the 2012
Oxford Economics “Global Talent 2021” survey report cites
that a “hefty 83% of executives say they are increasingly using
consultants, intermittent employees, or contingent workers.
These new relationships require companies to manage workers
in new ways.” The report goes on to say “that the rise of nonpayroll positions is forcing change on companies” and that “the
2020 workforce will be increasingly flexible, as alternatives to the

employment-related costs in an increasingly global labor
marketplace; it is becoming a strategic tool to help increase
organizational agility and … as a way to acquire critical skills
and talent that are increasingly harder to find in the available
employment market.
Another recent, very extensive study 9 by CGMA® has focused on
how businesses globally are beginning to adopt what it calls an
“open workforce”

traditional relationships between employer and employee grow

The study was “based on a programme of in-depth interviews, and a

in popularity.”

survey of over 1,100 senior executives from around the world, [and it}

6

As noted in a recent article 7 by global consulting firm, Deloitte:
Two major components of the contingent workforce are
differentiated by how they contract with the company: (1)
temporary assignment workers, who are typically employees
of temporary staffing agencies that are designated providers
for client companies and serve as the intermediary between

outlines the emergence of the ‘open workforce,’ and investigates the
new structures and principles that tomorrow’s market leaders will use
to govern the open organisation of the future.”
The results of the CGMA® study not only indicate that businesses
will continue to use contingent workers globally, but will increase the
extent and the way they are used and engaged:

the worker and the company to which they are assigned,

Organisations are increasingly finding themselves managing an

and (2) independent workers, who include contractors,

“open workforce” – one in which talent and resources are spread

freelancers, and others who contract directly with the

across a complex mix of in-house teams, freelancers, contractors

organization, often with a hiring manager or process owner.

and external business partners. CIMA and the AICPA’s new

Notably, it is this second category of contingent workers that is now
growing the fastest, that is presenting the most challenges and risks
(classification, compliance, etc.) 8, and is predominantly what makes

research into this trend found that over one third of organisations
plan to increase their use of business process outsourcing
providers (38%), consultants and external advisers (34%), talent

up the World Wide Workforce of globally-dispersed “critical talent.”

sourced via online exchanges [e.g. Elance-oDesk] (33%), and

Nonetheless, despite these and other challenges, there is, as Deloitte

freelancers and contractors (37%) over the next five years.

points out, continuing expansions of the business use of contingent
workers:

6

The research study indicates that “open workforce” businesses will
be increasing their use of contingent workers across a variety of

As companies have become more comfortable with

forms (not simply by temporary staffing of lower skilled workers, but

business outsourcing (and as remaining employees have

with other categories of higher skilled independent workers such

become more accustomed to working with a vast array of

as consultants, contractors, freelancers, and even workers available

non-employees), organizations will likely continue to explore

through online exchanges). Accordingly, 41% of executives surveyed

more ways to contract work to non-employees. … Once

indicated they would be increasing the use of ‘highly paid and highly

hired on only a temporary basis for a fixed and limited period

skilled workers’ over the next five years.

“Global Talent 2021: How the new geography of talent will transform human resource strategies,” Oxford Economics, 2012

7

“Rethinking talent management - Part I: The rise of contingent talent,” Michael Gretczko and John J. Gillen. Deloitte Consulting LLP, 2014.

8

Over the past five years in the US, for example, The Department of Labor and other federal, state and local governmental agencies have been funding and
stepping up enforcement efforts with respect to business use of contractors (investigating and frequently prosecuting for employee/contractor misclassification and other compliance failures and creating legal and financial hazards for businesses). These agencies are trying to uphold various labor laws, but
are also strongly motivated by minimizing the payroll tax leakage that can occur when a worker is engaged as a contractor vs. an employee of the business
subject to automatic payroll tax withholdings. Labor laws and payroll taxes are not unique to the US, and this very issue of employee/contractor classification and payroll taxes appears in most countries around the world. Consequently, the complications and potential hazards associated with engaging
independently contracted workers are present and must be addressed world-wide.

9

“New ways of working: managing the open workforce,” The Chartered Global Management Accountant® (CGMA®), 2014
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Finally, the study indicates that, in addition to the increasing use
of a variety of forms of contingent workers/external talent, “open
workforce” organizations are and will be further structured to avail
themselves of contingent work across the globalized economy that is
their playing field:
This reliance on external talent looks set to increase between now
and 2020 – and will bring about a long term structural shift in how
organisations are managed. Globalisation is a key driving force behind
organisations increasing their reliance on an external workforce.
Business is increasingly being done across borders, and with rivals

growing in new markets, many organisations now need to put greater
focus on international growth in order to compete and thrive.
From all of this it is possible to clearly see that the trend of
businesses using more and more contingent workforce is
continuing, accelerating, and evolving. Moreover, this is a truly global
phenomenon. Not only are these developments unfolding on a global
scale, they are also becoming an increasingly important part of how
businesses engage global talent. For many businesses, their world
wide workforce is also becoming an “open workforce” (particularly
when it comes to the engagement of “critical talent”).

THE RISING IMPORTANCE OF “CRITICAL TALENT”
One of the clearly significant and accelerating waves of change that businesses are having to increasingly
address is the engagement of talent (especially the “critical talent” that is core to businesses succeeding
in the 21st technology-enabled, knowledge-based economy).

In addition to the evolution of the business motives for and the

engage (such as in situations, as discussed above, where such

different ways of increasingly engaging global workforce, another

talent is scarce in the proximately accessible labor markets).

very relevant and important shift has been taking place-- that is the

Some 21st century businesses (for example, software companies

increasing importance of “critical talent” to businesses.
•

In some ways this has been a very long-term shift that has

comprised of “critical talent.” But even firms that are not (like

been occurring as the economy shifts from a fundamental

manufacturing businesses or resource extraction companies, etc.)

reliance on physical labor performed by large numbers

are still disproportionately dependent on their “critical talent” for

of unskilled workers to a preponderant dependence on

their business success (i.e., eliminate some factory workers in

machines, technology, and more-highly-skilled, knowledge

one country and the business will continue unaffected—eliminate

workers.

several key managers and engineers in that country, and problems

In the industrialized world of the 20th century, the economy

arise).

could function with relatively few high-skilled, knowledge
workers, but the emerging “knowledge-based economies” of
the 21st century are defined by the critical roles of technology

•

like Google or design firms like IDEO, etc.) are disproportionately

In examining 21st century business emerging patterns of
engagement of a “World Wide Workforce,” it can now be seen why

and high-skilled, knowledge workers. Now even economies

it is important to give heightened consideration to this extremely

that were relatively late in becoming massively industrialized

important, specific segment of “critical talent.” Businesses are

are highly focused on making unprecedented investments

now disproportionately dependent on “critical talent” for their

in technology infrastructure and education to participate as

success—not only when they are following opportunities across

equal partners in the global “knowledge-based” economy. 6

the globe, but also in the face of domestic labor market talent and

“Critical talent” refers to the more highly-skilled, frequently
specialized (even expert) workers that play a high-impact role
in the success of a business initiative or on-going operations.
Without the application of these workers’ knowledge-based
skills, a business initiative or operation would be adversely

skill shortages.
Moreover, “critical talent” also poses different and noteworthy
challenges for businesses engaging a global workforce and
the processes used in doing so. “Critical talent” workers are

impacted to a very significant degree (for example, think

not commodity workers—they are professional specialists who

of a branch without a key general manager, a software

know the value of their own human capital and will expect to be

development team without a product architect or the right

engaged adequately within the business and legal (and often

programmers, an oil drilling rig without the necessary

cultural and linguistic) context of their country location. In many

engineers, etc.). The more severe the adverse impact of not

cases, they will value their own professional independence, and

having such a worker engaged and the more difficult it is

they are also increasingly likely to be technology savvy (having

to engage a replacement worker, the greater the degree of
“criticality.”

all the expectations that come with living in highly technologized,
online world), but also perhaps expect to be engaged through

To some extent, almost any highly-skilled knowledge worker

“high-touch” processes. In short, special forms of engagement

is “critical talent,” especially if that talent is hard to locate and

may be needed for “critical talent”.

10

Just one example: “INNOVATIVE ASIA: Advancing the Knowledge-based Economy--The Next Policy Agenda,” Asian Development Bank, 2014.
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THE ENABLING AND AMPLIFYING
EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY
So while there are many ways to look at the impacts of new technology on businesses and management
of human resources over the past 20 years, from the perspective of an emerging World Wide Workforce,
there is one crucial central development: the workforce is becoming networked/digitally-connected with
more and more people having computers and smart devices they rely on continuously.

Information technology is clearly playing a crucial role in the

businesses and workers (global freelance marketplace platform,

emergence of the World Wide Workforce and also in how

Elance-ODesk, for example that 2.7 million offers of work (projects)

businesses can master and benefit from this opportunity.
Information technology (IT) has long been a force that has
made information more portable, manageable, and usable for

are being posted to workers annually 11 a growing number). While
many of these work arrangements are of limited scope today--

businesses. But in the past 20 years, the extent to which this has

and in most cases may be conducted/completed by workers and

occurred—on a global scale—and the rate of change have been

businesses without strong assurances of their being in compliance

difficult to even keep up with in terms of comprehension and

with various countries’ labor laws—they are nonetheless occurring

business deployment. However, we see all around us that it is

(and it is a growing phenomenon).

happening.
One of the mains shifts has been paradigmatic, from a world
of enterprise and personal computers linked by thin, often

Clearly, information technology (most visibly through integrated
“online work arrangement platforms”) is allowing businesses

fragmented networks to a world in which (to quote John Gage at

and a globally-networked, digitally-connected workforce to

Sun Microsystems in the late 1980s) “the network is the computer.”

find one another and enter into and fulfill work arrangements

This is accurate enough to make the point that computing power,

or work contracts in a way that was never possible before.

connected by broadband (now wireless) networks, has wrapped
the globe and is on the way to becoming available to everyone on
the planet.

Though technology is driving the development of the World
Wide Workforce other ways, this development (of online staffing
platforms, online freelancer marketplaces, FMS or freelancer

Not only can massive amounts of data be managed and
processed by powerful algorithms and rule-based/AI systems,
people can discover one another, associate with one another,

management systems, etc.) seems to be the most visible and most
significant one.

interact with one another, or transact commercially with one
another (so-called peer-to-peer). Social networks (and especially
other digital platforms) are not just personal, they are a means of
conducting business.
Today, this not only means there is a way for people to
communicate with one another easily across distances—even
around the world. It means that people are able to share
significant information about themselves (e.g. who they are,
what they have done, what they can or are willing to do, etc.). It
also means that people—and businesses—can establish work

Information technology is clearly playing
a crucial role in the emergence of the
World Wide Workforce and also in how
businesses can master and benefit from

arrangements, from original agreements and statements of work to
the depositing of compensation in a bank account of a worker in
any given country.
In fact, over the past ten years or so, integrated digital platforms
(see next section) have developed that are now enabling/
supporting millions of cross-border work arrangements between

11

Elance-oDesk, “Third Quarter 2014 Global Employment Report,” https://www.elance-odesk.com/online-work-report-global

this opportunity.
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THE EMERGENCE OF NEW FORMS
OF LABOR INTERMEDIARIES
While the influx of information technology into many sectors

Over time, as the use of this contingent workforce increased,

across the economy (retail, travel, taxis, hotels, etc.) has

this workforce supply chain became more extended, more

been accompanied by the use of terms like “disruption” and

sophisticated, and more “technologized,” with layers of different

“disintermediation,” the reality is frequently different from what

intermediaries (with MSPs, VMSs, Hybrids, RPOs, Job Boards,

these terms would imply. Certainly, these cases often involve not

etc.) facilitating and controlling work arrangements between

so much “disintermediation,” rather more the emergence of new—

businesses and workers.

often technology-based or technology-enabled—intermediaries.
This is certainly true in the human capital/labor markets—and it is
particularly true of the growing use of continent workforce.

Correspondingly, but on a smaller scale, another set of different
contingent workforce intermediaries has supported businesses
and independent workers (i.e., independent contractors) to enter

Over the past 15 years, information technology has begun to

into direct work arrangements, without “staffing suppliers” (and

transform existing intermediaries in the temporary staffing/contingent

their sourcing and employer of record/payroll services--and mark-

workforce supply chains as well as spawn new technology-based

ups). This second set of contingent workforce intermediaries, we

intermediaries alongside or overlapping/competing with the

would call “contract workforce intermediaries.” 13

established supply chains. It is also becoming very clear that special

“Contract workforce intermediaries” support direct work

kinds of intermediaries are emerging and evolving that will specifically
enable/support the World Wide Workforce.

arrangements between businesses and independent workers and
provide a more focused set of services that tend to cover some or

MAJOR TYPES OF EXISTING INTERMEDIARIES 12

all of the following areas:

In the contingent workforce world of the past twenty years,

•

the dominant form of intermediation was organized around
“staffing supplier intermediaries” (the businesses that sourced,

specific work arrangement would be classified correctly
•

Accordingly, frequently acting as Payer of Record and either
Employer of Record (EOR) or Agent of Record (AOR), making

engaged, and legally—that is, compliantly-- employed and

sure the worker is paid and tax compliance is handled under

payrolled the contingent workers dispatched to businesses to
work under contract between the business and the staffing firm).

First and foremost, ensuring that a worker engaged in a

the correct classification
•

And finally, providing services to both businesses and
workers to ensure that compliance is maintained, records are
managed, and payments are fulfilled.

These intermediation businesses, unlike “staffing suppliers,” do not

Over the past 15 years, information

provide talent/labor “sourcing services.” And rather than offering

technology has begun to transform existing

a singular EOR engagement model and “payroll” payment model

intermediaries in the temporary staffing/

models of engagement of given independent workers in specific

that is standardized across all workers, they support different

contingent workforce supply chains as

work arrangements.

well as spawn new technology-based

That said, in 2013, most workers engaged through these

intermediaries alongside or overlapping/

intermediaries have been in some manner engaged/paid through

competing with the established supply

workforce intermediary”). Nonetheless, these workers are still

chains. It is also becoming very clear that
special kinds of intermediaries are emerging
and evolving that will specifically enable/
support the World Wide Workforce.

an EOR/payroll model (legally employees of the “contract
independent, are directly sourced by the business, and work
within a scope of work that the business determines with them; but
they are compliantly engaged and paid by the “contract workforce
intermediary” that may provide other supporting services to the
worker and the business.
Both of these major kinds of existing intermediaries have been
used by businesses to engage workers locally, most frequently
where businesses and workers are in the same country. Some

12

The coverage here of the subject of “existing intermediaries” (that compares “staffing supplier” vs “contact workforce” intermediaries) is simplified for the
purpose of setting the context for our explanation of new emerging forms of global intermediaries. A more detailed and precise coverage would point
out the evolution of intermediaries in the staffing supply chain, such as Managed Services Providers or others, have supported so-called “Hybrid” models
that encompass not only the management of staffing suppliers (and recruiters) that source workers, but also the engagement and payrolling (but not the
sourcing) of a client’s contract workers.

13

SIA refers to this set of intermediaries as Contractor Payrolling and IC Evaluation & Compliance (ICEC) firms. See: “2014 Contractor Payrolling and IC
Evaluation & Compliance Landscape,” www.staffingindustry.com. For simplicity, we are referring to this set of intermediaries as “Contract Workforce
Intermediaries.” According to SIA, the volume of spend processed by these types intermediaries is estimated to be USD 20-30 billion worldwide.
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large “staffing supplier intermediaries” (like Adecco, et al) do act
globally, but usually through separate subsidiaries and divisions.
Among the “contract workforce intermediaries,” only a few are
active across many countries, with CXC Global (according to
Staffing Industry Analysts 14 ) having the most globally spanning
organization in this category.

...technology is enabling the formation of
platforms that can connect businesses and

NEW EMERGING INTERMEDIARIES OF THE WORLD WIDE

workers. This first form of intermediary,

WORKFORCE

we call “Online Work Platforms” (OWP),

Now, as we enter this new period when businesses are

has been rapidly emerging across the

increasingly engaging independent “critical talent” on a contingent

world. These OWP intermediaries are

basis across the world 15 (i.e., World Wide Workforce), it is important
to understand the structure of intermediation (and intermediaries)
that is emerging.
There are two major types of intermediaries that are emerging as
supports of the World Wide Workforce:
•

digital/online platforms that (without the
involvement of sourcers and recruiters
of “staffing suppliers”) allow businesses
and workers to quickly and efficiently

As we have discussed above, technology is
enabling the formation of platforms that can

match with one another 16, to arrange

connect businesses and workers. This first form

and complete some scope of work, and

of intermediary, we call “Online Work Platforms”

facilitate payment transfer from the

(OWP), has been rapidly emerging across the world.

business to the worker.

These OWP intermediaries are digital/online platforms that
(without the involvement of sourcers and recruiters of “staffing
suppliers”) allow businesses and workers to quickly and
efficiently match with one another 16, to arrange and complete
some scope of work, and facilitate payment transfer from the
business to the worker. Typically, today, the work arrangement
takes the form of a “contract” directly between the business

marketplaces for large numbers of businesses and freelance

and the worker; the OWPs today typically do not act as EOR

workers to openly transact work arrangements to offering

or AOR to legally engage the workers, though they do support

larger enterprises so-called FMS or Freelancer Management

processing of businesses’ payments to workers across many

System platforms 17, that will support so-called “private talent

countries (typically some kind of wire transfer to a bank

clouds,” vetted communities of freelancers or contractors

account).

that have special affiliations (ongoing business relationships)

To date, most of the work arrangements processed by OWPs
across borders have been limited in scope (depending on

with specific enterprises. These FMS platforms are at a very
early stage of development, and questions remain about

the platform, average engagement values on a platform can

how freelancers/contractors will be sourced into a business’

range from under USD 300 to under USD 2,000); and these

“private talent cloud” and perhaps more fundamentally what

work arrangements have tended to originate from small

entity will be responsible for ensuring correct classification

businesses (as opposed to larger enterprises). However, we

and legal/compliant engagement and payment of workers.

know there have been cases where OWPs have supported

While FMS shows promise, the whole freelancer/independent

more extended/longer-term work engagements as well

worker puzzle picture still seems to be incomplete.

as attempts to support larger enterprises that are trying to

Notwithstanding that, large numbers OWP platforms have been

programmatically engage specific talent/workers in different

well-designed and engineered—as “virtual” intermediation

geographic locations (even offering some limited EOR/AOR
services to businesses, which would require such clear legal
structures and compliance risk mitigation).

platforms-- to achieve matching and work enablement (especially
of limited tasks and projects) for digitally-connected small
businesses and freelancers around the globe and will likely

In 2014, a new trend within the OWPs seems to be emerging,

play a key role in supporting business access to the World Wide

with some platforms shifting their focus from building online

Workforce.

Ibid.
SIA refers to these platforms as Online Staffing Platforms. See: “Online Staffing Platforms 2014 Landscape: Can More Be Better?” These platforms began to
appear in numbers after 2006, and now there may be as many as 200 different platforms around the world (and the number is growing). Because they are
technology-based “online” platforms, business and workers from any place in the world can typically access them and transact across them, though in some
cases platforms are specialized to serving businesses and workers within as specific region. Today, millions of, relative limited scope, work arrangements
are intermediated through these platforms each year, with spend on these platforms about to exceed about $2B globally and growing at approximately 50%
per year. Well-known names in this category are: Elance-oDesk, Freelancer.com, Guru.com, Fiverr, Zhubajie, et al.
16 Matching and connecting are primary functions of these online platforms. Offers of work by businesses and capability attributes of workers (including
ratings from prior engagements) are all in a digital form allowing for direct automatic matching, direct bidding, etc.
17 “The Rise of Freelance Management Systems,” 2014 (report and article: http://www.staffingindustry.com/Research-Publications/Publications/IT-Staffing-Report/Nov.-6-2014/The-rise-of-freelancer-management-systems), Staffing Industry Analysts.
14

15
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•

While OWPs are increasingly supporting the

arrangements of many different businesses and many different

development of the World Wide Workforce by

workers in different countries are administratively executed

providing matching and work enablement functions

and serviced in compliance with local laws and regulations

that virtually flatten global labor markets, another

and the expectations of “critical talent” engaged locally in

kind of new intermediary (what we are calling Work
Arrangement Services (WAS) intermediaries) is

different countries.

necessary to make the World Wide Workforce truly

Though they are not technology-based platform companies

viable for businesses as well as independent workers.

like OWPs, WAS intermediaries must nonetheless be heavily

These WAS intermediaries are designed to provide a range of

dependent upon a substantial, global information technology

crucial services that are necessary for businesses to engage

backbone, both to support extensive, complex information

and pay “critical talent” in a legally compliant way in any given

management processes and to enable state-of-the-art digital

country, and they also provide important “contractor care”

engagement and communications among businesses,

support services to “critical talent.”

engaged workers, WAS staff, and other entities as well

To accomplish this, WAS intermediaries (unlike the totally

(governmental agencies, banks/payment processors, legal

virtual/cloud-based Online Work Platform intermediaries)

services providers, etc.).

are structured as a mesh network organization consisting of
physical office locations in different countries and regions
across the world.
These physical office locations are staffed to (1) maintain
current knowledge of different, complicated, and frequently

WAS intermediaries are highly distributed organizations
consisting of different physical locations staffed with local
people, supported by information technology; as such,
they provide critical administrative, compliance assurance,

changing tax and other labor-related laws and regulations

and payment execution services for businesses engaging

across many different countries, (2) ensure that the work

the global talent. A World Wide Workforce that businesses

arrangements between workers in the country and the

could truly leverage would not be possible without WAS

businesses that engage them from outside of the country

intermediaries.

comply with local laws and regulations (this includes payment
processes), and (3) provide “critical talent” with a localized

In the emerging era of World Wide Workforce, it can be seen

source of support and continuity for the administration of the

that OWP intermediaries and WAS intermediaries are quite

work arrangements they have with a far-off, out-of-country

different in form and respectively play very different roles (which,

business.

however, appear to be very complementary). Accordingly, the

WAS intermediaries are obviously not just a collection of

ongoing development, realization, complementariness of both

independent physical offices, but rather consist entirely of an

of these types of intermediaries may be the critical factor in the

orchestrated umbrella organization that ensures that the work

acceleration and full emergence of the World Wide Workforce.

What we are calling Work Arrangement Services (WAS) intermediaries are highly distributed
organizations consisting of different physical locations staffed with local people, supported
by information technology; as such, they provide critical administrative, compliance
assurance, and payment execution services for businesses engaging the global talent. A World
Wide Workforce that businesses could truly leverage would not be possible without WAS
intermediaries.
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THE CONDITIONS FOR THE WORLD WIDE WORKFORCE
ARE NOW BEING FULFILLED
The World Wide Workforce is not a far off prediction—it is already happening and, within the next 10
years, will be considered a normal part of business reality and way of engaging “critical talent” in an
increasingly globalized economy.

The world of business engagement of needed talent has shifted

intermediaries, that can provide localized, country-specific

dramatically over the past 20 years.

compliance, payment, and other “contractor care” services

•

At this time, business are engaging a global workforce for
a range of reasons, including the increasing incidence of
operating in different countries and the need to access talent
that is not available domestically.

•

and complement one another, leading to the full realization
of the World Wide Workforce consisting of millions of
“critical talent” workers contingently engaged by millions of
businesses—small and large—across the flat-world economy

about “critical talent” (diverse, highly-skilled, specialized,

of the 21st century.

outsourcing workforce” (a large homogenous population of
relatively low-skilled workers).
The dynamic and competitive nature of the economic
environment and the ongoing maturation of business practices
for engaging and using contingent workers (versus permanent
employees) means that the engagement of workers globally
will very often occur in a limited, arms-length, contractual
work arrangement. Businesses will increasingly be managing
an “open workforce,” more than half of which may be in a
different country and working within a limited contractual work
arrangement. And accessing and contracting “critical talent”
across the “flat world” will increasingly become a critical factor
of success.
•

These two types of intermediaries will continue to develop

The highest impact part of engaging global workforce is more
individual knowledge workers) as opposed to an “off-shore

•

for businesses engaging contract workers all over the world.

Information technology is and will be a playing a greater
and greater role in enabling flexible, contingent work
arrangements as the workforce across the world becomes
increasingly digitally connected and profiled, making

The World Wide Workforce is not a far off prediction—it is already
happening and, within the next 10 years, will be considered a
normal part of business reality and way of engaging “critical talent”
in an increasingly globalized economy.
This may seem like a rash assertion when after 20 years businesses
are still adapting to the post-industrial, non-permanent employee
economy and are still in the process of adopting adequate
contingent workforce and blended workforce management
processes, systems, and programs. However, the alreadyestablished globalized economy and the ongoing tsunamis of
technological development suggest continuing acceleration of
economic structural changes, including in labor markets.
The businesses that begin now to prepare themselves to navigate
and take advantage of these changes and shifts (and begin to
learn what it will take to access and leverage the World Wide
Workforce) will significantly increase their chances of avoiding the
fate of others that will sail over the edge of the flat world.

“discovery” and business-to-worker matching of workers
eventually become as normal as a Google Search is.
Technology is already making possible global online freelance
marketplace platforms that complete millions of work
arrangements between businesses and knowledge workers
across the world.
•

Already large numbers of online freelance marketplace,
online staffing, and freelance management system (FMS)
platforms--what we are calling Online Work Platform (OWP)
intermediaries--are becoming a part of the new contingent
workforce labor market and procurement supply chain. In
addition, we are seeing the evolution of another critical
component in the emerging “flat world,” ”critical talent”
labor ecosystem: the Work Arrangement Services (WAS)

The businesses that begin now to prepare
themselves to navigate and take advantage
of these changes and shifts (and begin
to learn what it will take to access and
leverage the World Wide Workforce) will
significantly increase their chances of
avoiding the fate of others that will sail
over the edge of the flat world.
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WHAT DO MANAGERS
NEED TO THINK ABOUT?
Business managers and owners now need, at the very least, to start thinking about the talent
engagement/contingent workforce management future they will be sailing into in coming years and start
to chart the course to navigate it. Delay in doing so could be hazardous.
Most managers’ mindsets today are still moored in assumptions of full-time, permanent employment of local workers and trying
to catch up with the already well-established reality of increasing use of and practices for contingent staffing. However, it is
necessary to begin to internalize the new, fast-developing reality of engaging and leveraging the World Wide Workforce as a
strategic imperative. The following sections provide starting points for that thinking and calls attention to critical requirements
that might not get the attention they should be warranted.

COMPONENTS OF A PROGRAM FOR ENGAGING
THE WORLD WIDE WORKFORCE

In the past 20 years, many businesses have been adopting

b) Closed/controlled freelancer management system (FMS)

and developing practices and programs to facilitate enterprise

platforms (like Beeline Onforce)-that allow business to

management control over the contingent workforce supply chain

manage independent workforce that the business still

and the business’ engagement and utilization of contingent

must source.

workforce (as discussed in an earlier section).
The main components of contingent workforce programs

3.

Have not yet accounted for executing legally compliant
classification, payment, and other supporting services required

(CWPs)—MSP, VMS, et al—have largely been organized within

to engage rapidly growing, highly critical, and increasingly

a procurement framework to oversee and manage “staffing

global independent, non-supplier-sourced workforce.For

suppliers” of low and high-end labor (most of which is typically

businesses to be capable of engaging and leveraging the

engaged in the local country).

World Wide Workforce (as discussed in this paper), they

To a lesser extent, these programs/components have been

must begin thinking about how these inadequacies will be

organized to oversee and control sourcing of labor services

addressed through new contingent workforce engagement

through certain service providers (e.g. consulting firms,

and management models, enhanced/extended CWM

outsourcers, etc.) and--to an even lesser degree—oversee
and control the engagement of “direct hire” independent

programs, and new program components beyond currently

contract workers (often with the supporting services of “contract

configured MSPs, VMSs, and staffing supplier and service

workforce intermediaries” including payers of record, employers

provider intermediaries.

or agents of record). While these programs/components are
functionally effective for what they were organized to do, there are
inadequacies that are coming into focus as the reality of the World
Wide Workforce emerges.

To successfully engage, leverage and manage the World Wide
Workforce (and gain access to “critical talent”), specific program
extensions and new components are becoming necessary.
Businesses (and where present, CWM programs) will need to:

These inadequacies are becoming real because of current
programs/components that:
1.

Assume that sourcing and recruiting of talent will be
performed by the upstream suppliers (whereas, in fact,
more direct (peer-to-peer), non-supplier-intermediated
engagements of independent contract workers are increasing)

2. Have not anticipated the emergence of Online Work Platforms

1.

Establish sourcing and recruiting capabilities focused
on contingent workforce in the form of independent
contract workers.
To date, procurement-driven models of managing/controlling
contingent workforce have relied largely on the assumption
of upstream supplier performing sourcing and recruiting;

(OWPs), whether these are:

however, this assumption is no longer reliable in a world of

a)

Open freelancer marketplace platforms (like Freelancer.

specialized talent requirements, “on-demand” cycle times, and

com) –that are effectively sources of continent talent, or

Online Work Platforms, etc.
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These sourcing and recruiting capabilities can be established

3.

Rely on Work Arrangement Service (WAS)

internally (stand-alone—for example, as a part of an MSP--

intermediaries for necessary compliance, payment, and

or in partnership with internal HR) or can be outsourced to

other “contractor care” services.

specialized service intermediaries like RPOs.
In addition, it should be considered that sourcing and
recruiting process requirements might change—for example,
shift more to “vetting” and “curating” talent—with a World
Wide Workforce of millions of workers, digitally profiled and
represented through online marketplace platforms, with

Beyond sourcing and recruiting services and Online Work
Platforms, in order to leverage the World Wide Workforce it is
necessary to add the WAS component in a way analogous to
how limited independent contractor engagements have been
handled through traditional “contract workforce intermediaries
(i.e., Payrollers, employers or agents of record).

vetted talent being culled and curated into the “private talent

However, this analogy only holds so far with these essentially

community” supported by a business’ FMS.

back-office, stripped-down service, near-commodity support
providers, when the requirement is to engage and leverage

2. Accommodate and adapt to the growing and diverse
set of Online Work Platforms (OWPs) intermediaries.

the World Wide Workforce. For this purpose, a WAS is needed
to (a) provide services on a truly world-wide basis, (b) provide a
wide-range of appropriate services for businesses and workers

Though millions of small businesses are already using online

localized in specific countries, and (c) have the competencies

freelancer marketplace platforms to access “critical talent”

and technical capabilities to integrate across the processes of

across the globe, mid-to-large-sized businesses have been

an extended CW program that may include the use of internal

slower to adopt and use these platforms, due to internal hiring

or outsourced sourcing/recruiting as well as a range of OWPs

and sourcing practices (geared to perm hires and supplier-

(whether various freelancer marketplaces platforms or a business’

provided contingent workers) and due to compliance risk

dedicated FMS). In a sense, WAS services becomes the essential

concerns and policies.

ingredient that holds together all the other components of
engaging and leveraging a real World Wide Workforce.

However, as cost pressures, skill shortages, and needs for
workers in different parts of the world increase (along with the
numbers and maturity of these platforms) mid-to large-sized
businesses are increasingly taking note of the new options 18 .
Freelancer marketplace platforms are emerging as extensive
aggregators of skilled, educated, knowledge-worker talent
across the world and should be viewed as potential new
“critical talent” sourcing opportunities within CWM programs,

These three components are essential CWM program extensions for
businesses that wish to rise to the level successfully engaging the
World Wide Workforce in the years to come. The first one is easy to
understand. The second one has been getting increasing attention
because it is a sexy product of advancing technology (a so-called
“bright shiny object”). To the untrained eye, the third one might seem
less consequential to achieving successful engagement of the World
Wide Workforce—but actually the opposite is true.

which can be coupled with other contingent worker
engagement processes for quality and compliance assurance.
New on the scene of OWPs, Freelancer Management Systems
(FMSs), are not open talent marketplace aggregators, but
exploit similar technology to allow companies to selectively
collect and build their own affiliated private networks of
digitally profiled independent workers, wherever they may be
located.

FMSs appear to be very promising tools
for businesses to manage relations with
the growing independent workforce
and leverage the World Wide Workforce.
However, to truly function for businesses in

FMSs appear to be very promising tools for businesses to

this way, they will need to be complemented

manage relations with the growing independent workforce

with the crucial services Work Arrangement

and leverage the World Wide Workforce. However, to truly
function for businesses in this way, they will need to be

Services (WAS) intermediaries.

complemented with the crucial services Work Arrangement
Services (WAS) intermediaries.

18

According to SIA, in the “2014 Contingent Buyers Survey: Trends in awareness and use of online staffing,” whereas only 20% of surveyed contingent workforce buyers had familiarity of Online Staffing platforms, in 2014 50% of those surveyed had familiarity.
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MANAGING LEGAL EXPOSURES AND PROVIDING SERVICE
TO SUPPORT THE ENGAGEMENT OF “CRITICAL TALENT”
Technology and platforms are clearly parts of a globalized

•

In addition, a WAS provides a range of other in-country services

economy—the laws of economics and standardized technologies

that are beneficial to both business and workers. Contractor

that power a globalized economy clearly cut across national

on-boarding and off-boarding services ensure smooth and

and cultural boundaries. However, within each of those national

compliant transition of workers in and out of contract work

boundaries different localized normative realities prevail: these
include governments and laws and regulations, currencies and
payment systems, business practices and cultural customs, including
languages, work hours/weeks and holidays, norms of appropriate
behaviors, et al.

roles. Additionally, a WAS can provide/offer workers customary
benefits, like insurance, on behalf of the business engaging the
worker. A range of other explicit or implicit “Contractor Care”
service can also be delivered to workers. These can include
reducing a worker’s administrative burden, providing guidance

The difference between dealing with technical versus normative
realities is quite clear: Buying, installing, and activating a computer
in another country is one thing—engaging “critical talent” is quite
another--fraught with additional risks, complexities, and support
requirements. Technology may help us to source a worker with the
right skills, but it cannot ensure that the worker is engaged in a way
that is compliant and consistent with the normative environment
where that person works and lives.

on certain matters (as would an HR department, if the worker
was an employee in a company), and ensuring that the work
arrangement and the contract engagement is culturally consistent
with the worker’s customs and expectations. It is clear that all of
these services would be important to any business engaging
independent contract workers anywhere—and vice versa. But
it should also be clear that these services are of paramount
importance when a business is engaging “critical talent” in

That is the crucial—indispensable--role that a WAS intermediary

various countries across the world.

fulfills, for businesses and workers, in the context of the World Wide
Workforce.
•

First of all, a WAS intermediary ensures that a given work
arrangement is compliant with and meets the legal and regulatory
requirements of the country where the worker is working. This

Businesses need these locally delivered services—for very
obvious business reasons--to compliantly and respectfully engage
talent in different countries. “Critical talent” in these locations
will expect and demand these services, or work for someone

extends to worker classification, application of tax and labor

else (including the competition). This range and level of crucial

laws, and to ensuring worker payments occur in legal, secure,

services—that are deliverable uniquely in all of the countries

and culturally appropriate ways. WAS can also locally verify

where businesses will want to engage “critical talent”—can only be

identities, background checks, criminal records, certifications and

provided by a WAS intermediary.

licensures. These kinds of services provide a significant benefit
to businesses in the form of avoiding serious risks, compliance

Whereas technology and OWPs abound today and span the

problems, potential fines and potentially substantial liabilities.

globe, true WAS intermediaries are only beginning to emerge.

They also benefit the worker in having the work arrangement and

However, businesses must make use of a WAS intermediary to

payment process occur in a compliant and smooth manner.

truly engage and leverage the World Wide Workforce.

Whereas technology and OWPs abound today and span the globe, true WAS intermediaries are
only beginning to emerge. However, businesses must make use of a WAS intermediary to truly
engage and leverage the World Wide Workforce.
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FINAL WORD
A number of key trends and developments are clearly pointing to the emergence of World
Wide Workforce of critical talent which successful 21st century businesses will learn to
engage and leverage. New intermediaries are emerging to support this global labor ecosystem
and businesses’ contingent workforce management programs must be extended and new
components introduced to make it all function effectively. In the end, technology and Online
Work Platforms may be a driving force in the development of the World Wide Workforce,
but Work Arrangement Services intermediaries may trump the latter in their importance in
achieving a functioning labor ecosystem. It is essential for managers to begin thinking about
and exploring how they can develop this new 21st century channel of engaging critical talent.
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